In this letter we assert that we have reconstructed the nonlinear filter function of LILI-128 stream cipher on IBM notebook PC using MATLAB. Our reconstruction need approximately 13 12 2 2 bits and the attack consumes 5825.016 sec (using tic and toc sentences of MATLAB) or 5825.016/3600=1.6181hours. We got the expression of the nonlinear filter function of Lili-128 which has 46 items from liner items to nonlinear items based on complexity, the phase space reconstruction, Clustering and nonlinear prediction. We have verified our reconstruction result correctness by simulating the overview of Lili-128 keystream generators using our getting and implement designers' reference module of the Lili-128 stream cipher, and two methods produce the same synchronous keystream sequence on same initial state, so that our research work proves that the nonlinear filter function of LILI-128 stream cipher is successfully reconstructed.
Introduction
LILI-128 stream cipher is designed by Dawson, Clark, Golic, Millan, Penna and Simpson [1] , and submitted to NESSIE as a candidate cipher. Because the keystream sequence are a long period around 2 128 , high linear complexity which is conjectured to be at least 2 68 , and good statistics regarding the distribution of zeroes and ones, so designers assert that the LILI-128 keystream generator can resist currently known styles of attack. Some methods [2] [3] [4] [5] of breaking it have been proposed, since LILI-128 stream cipher was publicized in 2000. The methods have already been shown that attack the LILI-128 stream cipher more efficiently than an exhaustive search for its secret key. However most of the attack methods consider only the complexity of time or memory for search for its secret key. For example, TimeMemory Tradeoff Attack [2] needs approximately 2 46 bits, and Correlation Attack [3] needs approximately about 2 23 We give the conclusion of this paper in Section Ⅴ.
Ⅱ. The structure of LILI-128
The structure of the LILI-128 keystream generators is illustrated in Figure 1 . The generator can be divided into two subsystems based on the functions they perform: the clock control subsystem and data generation subsystem. The clock control subsystem produces an integer sequence that is used to control the clocking of the second subsystem. The feedback polynomial of the LFSR c is chosen to be the primitive polynomial 
Since is primitive, the LFSR ) (x G c c produces a maximum-length sequence of period . The function takes two bits as input and produced an integer , such that
. The value of k c is calculated as 
Since is a primitive polynomial, a period of (6) We simulate the keystream sequence of LILI-128 using (6) under the initial values which are ASCII "yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy" according to Figure 1 . Compare simulating result with the result of implementing the reference module, and two methods produce the same synchronous keystream sequence on same initial state "yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy". We continue to verify the nonlinear filter function again by initial state "ggggggggggggggg" and "123456789abcdefg", and obtain all the same synchronous keystream sequence, so that the verifying work indicates that we have got the nonlinear filter function of the LILI-128 stream cipher. bits to us. We will return to him. 
